
Interpreting phenotypes: 
The flea’s earing organ and other issues
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Earing organ in crickets



Localization of flea’s earing organ
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Epistasis and increased complexification of genetic/molecular systems

garden of Eden 
of geneticists



“Systems biology” -> ‘interaction networks’

Who is doing what?

Who is ‘important’?

“Hubs”?

“Master regulators”?



“Systems biology” -> ‘interaction networks’
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Absolute and relative concentrations

Affinities, dynamics (Koff)

Regulations/posttranscriptional modifications

Competition (mutually exclusive binding)/synergy (cooperative binding, stabilization)

Localization

Time-dependent changes (fluctuations, regulations, cell cycle,…) and their magnitude 

“Systems biology” -> ‘interaction networks’

Who is doing what?

Who is ‘important’?

“Hubs”?

“Master regulators”?



We ‘still’ need to manipulate single gene/molecule functions!!

… but interpretation is getting complicated!!

?



?

Jean Tinguely, Gismo, 1960 

What will be the effect of disrupting this thread?



1) Multiple/pleiotropic functions

2) Redundancy (partial/complete)

3) Compensation/Adaptation

Complications in interpretation of phenotypes
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Complications in interpretation of phenotypes
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1) Multiple/pleiotropic functions

2) Redundancy (partial/complete)

3) Compensation/Adaptation
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Epistasis and increased complexification of genetic/molecular systems

garden of Eden 
of geneticists



Discovery of the Wnt pathway: genetic identification of the first components

wg = wingless
arm = armadillo -> sequence homology = β-catenin



Naked cuticle

occasional 
patches of 
denticles

All denticles.

Discovery of the Wnt pathway: genetic identification of the first components
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Parallel discovery of the Wnt pathway and of the cadherin-catenin-complex
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Discovery of the Wnt pathway: β-catenin -> signaling and/or adhesion?



Binding to cadherins antagonizes the signaling activity of beta-catenin during axis formation in Xenopus.
Fagotto F, Funayama N, Gluck U, Gumbiner BM.
J Cell Biol. 1996 Mar;132(6):1105-14.

Discovery of the Wnt pathway: β-catenin -> signaling and/or adhesion?

Wnt or β-catenin: 
axis duplication

Xenopus axis determination

Normal control tadpole

Inhibition of Wnt 
pathway: no axis



Discovery of the Wnt pathway: β-catenin -> signaling and/or adhesion?
Use of separation of function mutant!

cadherin 
binding

Axis 
duplication

+ +

- +

+ +

+ +

- -

- -

Conclusion ?

Binding to cadherins antagonizes the signaling activity of beta-catenin during axis formation in Xenopus.
Fagotto F, Funayama N, Gluck U, Gumbiner BM.
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Discovery of the Wnt pathway: 
β-catenin signaling and adhesion functions are antagonistic
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(Siamois,…)

Expression cloning of Siamois, a Xenopus homeobox gene expressed in dorsal-
vegetal cells of blastulae and able to induce a complete secondary axis.
Lemaire P, Garrett N, Gurdon JB.   Cell. 1995, 81: 85-94.

The homeobox gene Siamois is a target of the Wnt dorsalisation
pathway and triggers organiser activity in the absence of mesoderm.
Carnac G, Kodjabachian L, Gurdon JB, Lemaire P.
Development. 1996, 122:3055-65.

Induction of the primary dorsalizing center in Xenopus 
by the Wnt/GSK/beta-catenin signaling pathway, but 
not by Vg1, Activin or Noggin.
Fagotto F, Guger K, Gumbiner BM. Development. 1997, 
124: 453-60.

Discovery of the Wnt pathway: 
Targets of β-catenin signaling



Discovery of the Wnt pathway: How is β-catenin regulated?
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Discovery of the Wnt pathway: Discovery of Axin

Axin = Axin inhibitor

The mouse Fused locus encodes Axin, an inhibitor of the Wnt signaling pathway that regulates embryonic axis formation.
Zeng L*, Fagotto F*, Zhang T, Hsu W, Vasicek TJ, Perry WL 3rd, Lee JJ, Tilghman SM, Gumbiner BM, Costantini F.
Cell. 1997 Jul 11;90(1):181-92.  *Equal authors



Discovery of the Wnt pathway: Discovery of Axin
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Discovery of the Wnt pathway: Axin at the core of β-catenin regulation
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Discovery of the Wnt pathway: Axin at the core of β-catenin regulation
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Casein kinase 1 = positive regulators of the Wnt pathway!Casein kinase 1 = negative regulators of the Wnt pathway!

Discovery of the Wnt pathway: one more kinase, casein kinase 1 (CK1)
-> a case where simple epistasis is getting into trouble

?
Perhaps CK1 is playing more than one function??



A ‘specific’ phenotype may hide multiple (antagonistic) functions

The (apparently) easy case Now getting harder…

Let’s remove

X

X X

X

X

X



Discovery of the Wnt pathway: CK1 has multiple functions (and multiple isoforms)
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A ‘specific’ phenotype can hide pleiotropic functions

Multiple targets with different sensitivities to levels/activities

B1

C1

Output signal depends on B-C interaction, which is regulated by A

A

B2

C2

B-C interaction

Output
(->phenotype)

A
Regulator

(-> target of manipulation 
or mutation, here LOF)



X

Multiple targets with different sensitivities to levels/activities

?M mwt wt wt

A ‘specific’ phenotype can hide pleiotropic functions

B1

C1

A

Effect of A LOF

B2

C2

B-C interaction

Output
activity

Normal activity

Output sensitivity to B-C interaction

Residual activity



Complex effects of partial LOF

100% 50% 10%

OFFON OFFOFFON ON

100% 50% 10%

Why?

Which 
phenotype(s) 
would you 
predict?

80% 100% 20%
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Back to the Wnt pathway with an even more complex case: APC



+TIP-mediated microtubule–FA interactions in the front of a migrating cell. 

Samantha Stehbens, and Torsten Wittmann J Cell Biol
2012;198:481-489



1 2843

Wnt

APC is a huge scaffold protein with multiple interaction domains 
(350kDa, ~ 3000 amino acids!!!)
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Microtubule-Actin cytoskeleton

APC is a huge scaffold protein with multiple interaction domains 
(350kDa, ~ 3000 amino acids!!!)

???

Wnt
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Microtubules 
Actin

Formins

EB1Vimentin
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ASEF
KAP3

Microtubule-Actin cytoskeleton

What is the role of APC-cytoskeleton interactions?

???
What will a knock-out tell you?

Any other  strategy?

Wnt
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APC truncations?

Wnt signalling OK

Defects in cell migration

Are the defects due to interaction with microtubules or actin cytoskeleton?

Wnt
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Actin
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Let’s see if we can take these interactions apart!

1 2843

Separation of function mutant

Adenomatous polyposis coli nucleates actin assembly to drive cell 
migration and microtubule-induced focal adhesion turnover.
Juanes MA, Bouguenina H, Eskin JA, Jaiswal R, Badache A, Goode BL.
J Cell Biol. 2017 Sep 4;216(9):2859-2875

Wnt



Microtubule organization Actin nucleation

Dissecting APC functions: 
specific abolishment of actin-nucleating activity

HDIARSHSESPSRLPIN

A  A

1 2843

APC-m4

Adenomatous polyposis coli nucleates actin assembly to drive cell 
migration and microtubule-induced focal adhesion turnover.
Juanes MA, Bouguenina H, Eskin JA, Jaiswal R, Badache A, Goode BL.
J Cell Biol. 2017 Sep 4;216(9):2859-2875



Dissecting APC functions: 
specific abolishment of actin-nucleating activity

1 2843

APC-m4
*

APC depletion (siRNA) -> rescue with wild type or m4 mutant

Adenomatous polyposis coli nucleates actin assembly to drive cell 
migration and microtubule-induced focal adhesion turnover.
Juanes MA, Bouguenina H, Eskin JA, Jaiswal R, Badache A, Goode BL.
J Cell Biol. 2017 Sep 4;216(9):2859-2875



Dissecting APC functions: 
specific abolishment of actin-nucleating activity

Directed cell migration

Adenomatous polyposis coli nucleates actin assembly to drive cell 
migration and microtubule-induced focal adhesion turnover.
Juanes MA, Bouguenina H, Eskin JA, Jaiswal R, Badache A, Goode BL.
J Cell Biol. 2017 Sep 4;216(9):2859-2875



Dissecting APC functions: 
specific abolishment of actin-nucleating activity

APC

actinmicrotubules

Remodeling Frozen adhesion

m4

actinmicrotubules APC-m4WT-APC

Microtubules
Focal adhesions

APC m4 -> decreased actin nucleation -> MTs more stable -> impaired adhesion turnover

?

Adenomatous polyposis coli nucleates actin assembly to drive cell 
migration and microtubule-induced focal adhesion turnover.
Juanes MA, Bouguenina H, Eskin JA, Jaiswal R, Badache A, Goode BL.
J Cell Biol. 2017 Sep 4;216(9):2859-2875



Non-genetic approaches to produce loss-of-functions:

RNA interference

Antisense morpholinos: Rapid specific gene inactivation by blocking translation 



Dissecting complex systems: picking the right model helps!

E.g. yeast (see Dom Hemlinger lecture)
Most of molecular and cellular processes:
-> transcription
-> chromatin structure
-> cell cycle
-> cytoskeleton
-> vesicle trafficking
-> nuclear transport
……

But obviously not for multicellular processes!!! 

Example of versatile multicellular model: Xenopus early gastrula



maternal mRNAs/proteins
zygotic mRNAs/proteins

stage-specific genes

Early development depend only on maternal genes. Zygotic transcription starts just before gastrulation (red arrow).
Strikingly, many genes are expressed specifically for the period of gastrulation, indicating that this is a crucial phase of development, and also a good stage to 
test the function of many different regulators. 

Pick the right situation: 
Ex: Early gastrulation, ideal stage to study gene function in embryo

(including for essential genes!)



Many zygotic genes are specifically activated just before gastrulation. Some remain active later, others are very specific for gastrulation stages.
Morpholino-depletion can readily block completely translation of all these gene products, and we can look at the immediate effect on 
gastrulation

stage-specific genes

Stage-specific zygotic gene

Zygotic gene

Gastrulation phenotype!!

Pick the right situation: 
Ex: Early gastrulation, ideal stage to study gene function in embryo



A) For most genes, maternal proteins accumulated in egg are sufficient for all the first phase of development (cleavage and early patterning, until stage 10). 
B) Thus by simply injecting morpholino oligonucleotides, we block translation of both maternal (light blue) and zygotic (orange) mRNAs, and this results in protein depletion (compare 
green lines) just at the right stage, i.e. just at the start of gastrulation, without affecting any earlier process. This gives us the chance to test the role of most components, even of 
components that are required for many functions, such as RhoGTPases or other regulators of the cytoskeleton.
In other systems, one would need to set complicated conditional knock-out strategies to obtain the same situation.

total protein

Normal conditions

maternal proteinmaternal mRNA

zygotic mRNA

zygotic protein

A

Maternal and zygotic 
contribution to the total 
levels for a protein 
expressed constantly during 
development.

B

Changes in mRNA and 
protein levels (maternal + 
zygotic = total) after 
injection of a specific 
morpholino
oligonucleotide.

total protein ~ maternal proteins

zygotic proteins

Blockade of translation (morpholino)
Gastrulation phenotype!!

maternal mRNA

zygotic mRNA
Drop in protein level

constitutively expressed genes

Pick the right situation: 
Ex: Early gastrulation, ideal stage to study gene function in embryo



Additional complications: Compensation/Adaptation

Is “classical” genetics always “right”?

Is CRISPR-Cas the solution to every question?

Is knocking out every gene the holy grail? 





So? Does it mean that we can throw to the garbage all data from non-
genetic techniques, such as siRNA, antisense morpholinos,…?



-> Not quite….!!

Figure 2 | Zebrafish egfl7 mutant 
embryos are less sensitive to egfl7 
morpholino injections.

Hypothesis?



Emilin3a is upregulated in mutant but not in morphant or CRISPRi embryos.



Emilin2 andEmilin3 can rescue egfl7 morphants





Be critical!  Don’t shout with the crowd!



Let’s consider carefully the issue of specificity for loss-of-
function / gene-manipulation techniques:

Be critical!  Don’t shout with the crowd!



Antisense Morpholinos (MO)

A U G
mRNA

Block translation -> depletion of gene product (protein)

Non-specific hybridization with another mRNA -> interference

How to control for specificity of phenotype?

Targeted gene of interest:

Possible issues with techniques based on hybridization:



Antisense Morpholinos (MO)

A U G
mRNA

Block translation -> depletion of gene product (protein)

Is the situation different with RNAi  (siRNA, shRNA)?

Possible issues with techniques based on hybridization:



Possible issues with techniques based on hybridization:

So now what about CRISPR-Cas9?



Sequencing of PigA-deficient single-cell clones
revealed that, in addition to creating the expected insertions and 
deletions (indels) of <50 bp, CRISPR–Cas9 generated deletions of 
>250 bp to 6 kb in more than 20% of alleles.



Back to compensation and adaptation:

A very general issue with gene manipulation!



Selection

Lack of 
antibiotic 
resistance

Gene manipulation
(transgenes, KO, 

shRNA, CRISPR-Cas)

Disturbed 
cellular 

functions

Potential selection of better fitness 
(compensatory mechanisms, 

increased proliferation,…) 

These cells are DIFFERENT!!!

Potential issue when attempting stable gene manipulations

Compensation/Adaptation



Example of adaptation: stable cell lines with EpCAM shRNA
(Aslemarz and Fagotto, unpublished)

EpCAM
Nuclei
Reporter for sh plasmid

Wild type cells

Stable EpCAM siRNA line (early passages)

Wild type cells

Stable EpCAM siRNA line (later passage)



Solutions?

- Minimize chances for compensation/adaptation 
(+ pleiotropic/collateral/pervasive effects)

Analysis of 
phenotype

Classical 
mutations

Manipulations 
involving selection

(classical KO, CRISPR,…)

Conditional/inducible mutants
RNAi/Morpholinos
Chemical inhibitors

TIME!!



Transient expression and/or activity

Constitutive expression and/or activity

LOF

LOF

Some situations may be more favourable for interpretation of phenotype



Solutions?

- Refinement -> Maximize specificity of manipulation

-> when possible, try target a specific subcellular pool
(e.g. chimeras, optogenetics)

SPACE!!!



Interpreting phenotypes in a complex world

Multiple parameters influence the relationship between a gene product and 
its partners 

Need for precise definitions Regulators, integrators,…

Phenotypes and function:

1) The easy cases

2) Complex cases: Hidden functions

Redundancy, compensation, strength of LOF, limiting/not limiting, more or 
less sensitive

3) Pleiotropic effects

Affecting general functions

Affecting a molecular balance

Affecting a network of functions

Approaches for refined analysis of function
1) multilevel analysis (molecules to multicellular/organismal level)
2) Using the right systems: e.g. easy manipulation of multiple 

genes/functions (-> redundancy, …) 
3) Minimizing the odds for compensation: Short term gene interference 

(avoid adaptation/compensation), temp sens mutants, conditional 
mutants, siRNA, morpholinos

4) Refining experimental manipulations:
- Complement classical LOF/GOF with more specific interference 

approaches -> optogenetics, separation-of-function mutants 
- Fine manipulation of gene (activity): weak alleles, 

inducible/tunable LOF/GOF, titration (morpholinos,…)

None of these approaches are perfect, can still affect multiple functions, but 
significant improvement over classical LOF/GOF


